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Season 7, Episode 6
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Slash Fiction



Sam and Dean are once again on the FBI’s “Most Wanted” list when two Leviathans clone the brothers and go on a killing spree. The subject of a nationwide manhunt, Sam and Dean need to drop off the grid so Bobby sends them to Frank Deveraux, a quirky surveillance expert, for help. Meanwhile, Bobby continues to search for a way to kill the Levianthans, or at least slow them down, so the real Winchesters can stop their evil doppelgangers.
Quest roles:
Jim Beaver(Bobby Singer), Kim Rhodes(Jody Mills), Sean O. Roberts(Chet), James Patrick Stuart(Dick Roman), Kevin McNally(Frank Devereaux (voice)), Shaun Smyth(Special Agent Morris), Michael Hogan(Sheriff Osborne), Ramon Terrell(Leviathan), Graham Wardle(Tommy Collins), Gina Holden(Haley Collins), Alden Ehrenreich(Ben Collins), Amy Acker(Andrea Barr), Aaron Rota(Peter Sweeney), Morgan David Jones(Special Agent Valente), Debbie Timuss(Megan), Jason Edward Coleman(Cop #1), Joseph Allan Sutherland(Cop #2), S.E. Hinton(Diner Patron)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
28 October 2011, 21:00
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